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Abstract.
The ideal structure of the algebra C(X, A) has been studied in
many papers under various topological assumptions on the space X and the
algebra A. In this paper we shall study the case where I is a completely
regular topological space and A is a locally convex star algebra. In such case
the structure of closed (proper) ideals can be described not only by using points
of X and some family of closed ideals of A , as usual, but also by using points
of the carrier space à.{A) of A and some family of closed ideals of C{X, A)
depending on those points and also by using different kind of slice ideals of

C(X,A).

Introduction
Let A be a commutative locally m-convex algebra with identidy e over
the field C of the complex numbers. Let £P = {px \ X £ A} be a family of
seminorms which defines the topology in A denoted by T(£P). It is assumed
that T(i?) is a Hausdorff topology; in other words, P\(x) = 0 for all X £ A
only, if x = 0. Furthermore, we assume that the family £P is directed. For

A G A we shall denote N¿ = {x £ A | Px(x) = 0} . For each X £ A the quotient
algebra A/Nx = Ax is a normed algebra with a norm Px(x + Nx) = Px(x),
x + Nx£ A/Nx.
Let A(A) be the set of all non-trivial continuous C-homomorphisms on A .
The set A(^4) will be equipped with the relative o(A', ,4)-topology called the
Gelfand topology. With this topology A(A) is called the carrier space of
(A,T(&>)).
Let x £ A be given. If we define a C-valued function x on the carrier space
A(A) by x(t) = t(x) , x £ A(A), then x is continuous, whence x £ C(A(A)).

Let 7 be an ideal of A . The hull of 7 denoted by h(I) is then defined as
h(I) = {t£ A(A) I x(t) = 0,x£l}.
The kernel k(E) of a subset E of A(A)
is defined by k(E) = {x £ A \ x(r) = 0, x £ E}, and for an empty set 0 we
define k(z) = A. Obviously h(I) is a closed subset of A(^) and k(E) is a

closed ideal of (A, T(9a)).
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For a completely regular topological space X denote by C(X, A) the set
of all continuous ^-valued functions defined on X. Algebraic operations in
C(X, A) are defined pointwise.
Let 3? be the compact cover of X which is closed under finite unions, in
other words, Jf is a family of subsets of X for which each K £ 3? is compact

and

(1)
(2)

U{K\K£3f}
if Kx and K2£S?,

= X,

then Kx U K2 £ 5?.

For K £ 3? and X £ A, we define a seminorm P(k,X) °n C(X, A) by

P(K,x)(f)^ suppx(f(t)),
tex

f£C(X,A).

We write &>(&, A) = {p{K,x)I K £ X ,X £ A}. The family &>(&, A)
defines a locally m-convex Hausdorff topology on C(X, A) denoted from now

on by T(31A,A). Obviously £P(A%,A) is a directed family of seminorms. If
X = X(X) = the set of all compact subsets of X, then T(A%,A) is the
compact-open topology of C(X, A). Given K £ A% and le

A, denote by

N{K>X)
= {feC(X,A)\P(K,X)(f) = 0}.
Let t £ X, and let 7 be an ideal of A . We define an ideal J<tj) of C(X, A)
by J(t /) = {/€ C(X, A) | f(t) £ 7} and furthermore C(X, I) = {/ £
C(X, A) | f(t) £l,t£X).
Obviously C(X, I) = nt€XJ(t,i)•
For a given subset E c X (E ^ 0) we denote by 7(F, /I) = {/ e
C(X, A) | /(f) = 0, t £ E). It is easy to see that J(E, A) is a closed ideal of
(C(X, A), T(Jf, A)), if E is a closed subset of X . Furthermore, if 7 is a
closed ideal of (A, T(£P)) and f is a given point of X, then both of the ideals
/(,,/) and C(X,I) are closed in (C(X, A), T(3T, A)).
Let K £ X , X £ A, and e > 0. We denote by V{K,x)(e)the set V(KA)(e)=
{f£C(X,A)\p{Ktx)(f)<€}.
Obviously the sets v{KyX)(e),K£A%r,'X£A,
and e > 0 form a subbase of neighbourhoods of zero. (See [17], p. 8.)

On functional

representation

of (C(X, A), T(3f, A))

We shall first study some properties of the carrier space A(A). One of the
basic results is that A(A) can be expressed as the union of certain compact
subsets of it. Namely, it has been shown in [15] that A(A) = U^aA^ where
Kx = the polar of Vx(l) n A(A). We shall now express this property of A(A)

by using hulls of the nullideals Nx , X £ A.
Lemma 1. Let (A, T(AP)) be a commutative locally m-convex topological algebra. Then {h(Nx) \ X £ A} is a compact cover of A(A) which is closed under
finite unions. Furthermore, if x £ h(Nx), then \ x(x) |< Px(x) for all x £ A.
Proof. Let x £ A(A) be arbitrary. Since x is continuous, there is X £ A and
a real number M > 0 such that | x(x) \< Mpx(x) for all x £ A. Thus, if
x £ Nx, then | x(x) |< Mpx(x) = 0 which implies that x(x) = x(x) = 0 for all
x £ Nx and we can see that x £ h(Nx). So A(A) = U/igA«(iV/l).Let X £ A be
arbitrary. By Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 2.1 of [14] h(Nx) is homeomorphic
to A(Ax). Since A(AX) is compact, we can see that h(Nx) is compact for each
X £ A. If Xxand X2£ A, then there is Xm & A such that max{px^, Px2}= PxM
(since we assumed that AP is a directed family of seminorms on A ). Now
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h(NXl)U h(Nx2)= h(NxXn Nx2)= h(Nku) which shows that the family {h(Nx) \
X£ A) is closed under finite unions.
If x £ h(Nx), then we can define a complex homomorphism Xx on Ax by
xx(x + Nx) = x(x) , x + Nx £ Ax . It is easy to see that xx is well defined. Now
Ax is a normed algebra with a norm px . Let Ax be the completion of Ax and
denote by px the corresponding extended norm on Ax . Now we can consider
Ax as a dense subalgebra of Äx and we have pk(x + Nx) = px(x + Nx) for all
x + Nx £ Ax. Denote by xx the extension of Xx to Ax. The mapping Xxy-y
xx , Xx£ A(Ax), is a homeomorphism from A(Af) onto A(Ax) and obviously
we have Xx(x+Nx) = xx(x+Nx) for all x+Nx £ Ax. Since Ax is a commutative
Banach algebra, we naturally have | xx(xx) |< Px(xx) for all Xx£ Ax . Thus we
obtain

| x(x) |=| xx(x + Nx) |=| xx(x + Nx) |< px(x + Nx) = px(x + Nx) = px(x)
for all x £ A.
For a given x £ A we shall define Ph(Nx)ix)= sup^/,^
| x(x) \. By Lemma
1 we have | x(x) \< Px(x) for all x £ A and x £ h(Nx). Thus we have
Ph(Nk){x)< Px(x) for all x £ A and X £ A. The family {Ph(Nk)
M £ M of
seminorms defines a locally m-convex topology on A. Denote this topology
by F(A). Since Ph(Nx)(x)< px(x) for all x £ A and X £ A, we can see that
the Gelfand mapping x h->x, x e /I from (A, T(£P)) onto (,4, F(A)) is
continuous.

Let (A, T(£P)) be a locally «z-convex algebra. If Px(x2) = Px(x)2, for all
x £ A and X £ A, we shall say that (^, T(AP)) is a square algebra.
Remark. If (^4, T(£P)) is a commutative locally convex square algebra, then it
is automatically m-convex. (See [6].)
If (A, T(£P)) is a square algebra, then we have Px(x) = Ph^ix)
f°r all

x £ A and X £ A. This means that we can identify (A, T(AP)) and (A, T(A))
as locally m-convex algebras.
Now the following lemmas are easy to verify, whence the proofs will be
omitted.
Lemma 2. If (A, T(AP)) is a square algebra, then the carrier spaces A(A) and
A(A) are homeomorphic.

Lemma 3. (C(X, A), T(5?, A)) is a square algebra if and only if (A, T(£P))
is a square algebra.

If (A, T(â")) is a square algebra, then by [4] Corollary 3.1 we have k(h(Nx))
= Nx for all X £ A. By using this fact and Lemmas 1 and 2 of [5] we can obtain
the following results.
Theorem 1. Suppose that (A, T(£P)) is a square algebra. Then

Io • k(h(N(K,x)))= N{K,x),K £ X andX £ A,
2°.

k(h(JittNl))) = Jlt,Nl), t£X

3°. nrm)C(X,kerx)

andX£ A,

= C(X,Nx),X£A

We shall say that (A, T(£P)) is a star

.

algebra,

if there is an involution

x y-yx*, x £ A, in A such that px(xx*) = Px(x)2, x £ A, X £ A. The
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properties of star algebras can be found for example in [4], [7], [15], and [16].
See also [2].
If there is an involution in A, then we can define an involution /•-►/*,

f£C(X,A),ia

C(X,A) by f*(t) = f(t)*, f £ C(X, A) , t £ X. '

It is easy to prove that the following result is valid.

Lemma 4. (C(X, A), T(5?, A)) is a star algebra, if and only if (A, T(3P)) is
a star algebra.
We shall say that (A, T(£P)) has a property of spectral synthesis if k(h(I)) =

I for each closed ideal 7 of A .

Theorem 2. Suppose that (A, T(AP)) is a star álgebra for which A = C(A(A));
then (C(X, A), T(3iA, A)) has a property of spectral synthesis.

Proof. This result follows from Corollary 11 of [5] and Theorem 4.2 of [4].
Next we shall consider the Gelfand function of the algebra (C(X,A),
T(3?, A)). By [5] each c\>£ A(C(X, A)) is of the form c\>= <¿>{,;T)
for some
(t,x) £ X x A(A), where <f>{,,T)(f)
= x(f(t)) , f £ C(X, A). If we define a
mapping tp : X x A(A) y-yA(C(X, A)) by cp(t,x) = cp^>x),(t,x) £ X x A(A),
then by Theorem 5 of [5] tp is a bijection for which the inverse mapping cp~x
is continuous . Furthermore, if A(^4) is locally equicontinuous, then tp is continuous. Thus for a locally equicontinuous A(A) the product space X x A(A)
and the carrier space A(C(X, A)) are homeomorphic.
Now

m=f(4>(t,r)) = ^t,r)(f) = r(f(t)),
and therefore we can consider the function / also as a function on X x A(A).
From now on we shall denote

/(i,t)

= /(^,r))

= t(/(f)),

f£C(X,A),

(t,x)£XxA(A).

Obviously / £ C(X x A(A)), if A(A) is locally equicontinuous (see [13] ).
Let Y be a completely regular Hausdorff space and let JÍ be a compact cover
of Y which is closed under finite unions. If we define a family {pK \K £5?}
of seminorms on C(Y) by

Px(g) = sup I g(t) I ,
tex

g£C(Y),K£JT,

and denote the topology of C( Y) generated by these seminorms by T(%A), then
(C(Y), T(3¡A)) is a locally m-convex algebra with many interesting properties.
For example A(C(Y)) = {xt \ t £ Y} where the mapping xt : C(Y) -+ C is

defined by
Tt(g) = g(t),

g e C(Y),

moreover the mapping t y-* T,, t € Y, is a homeomorphism from Y onto
A(C(Y)). (See [15], Example 7.6.) Furthermore, each closed ideal 7 of (C(Y),
T(3iA)) is of the form

7 = {geC(Y-)|ár(í) = 0,íeF}
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for some closed subset E c Y. ( See [4], Lemma 2.1, part (ii).) Since A(C(Y))
and Y can be identified as topological spaces, we shall from now on define the
kernel operation on A(C(Y)) = Y by

k(E) = {g £ C(Y) \ g(t) = 0, t £ E} , when E c Y and E ¿0,
and for an empty set we define k(0) = C(Y). Correspondingly we shall define

the hull operation on C(Y) by

h(I) = {t£Y\g(t)

= 0,g£l},

if 7 is an ideal of C(Y).
If (A, T(£P)) is a complete star algebra, then A = C(A(A)) ( such an algebra

is called full in [15]). For a proof see [4] or [15]. If we take (A, T(&>)) =
(C(Y), T(3¡A)), then it is easy to see that A = C(A(A)) without an asumption
that (C(Y), T(Jf)) is complete. Thus the completeness is not a necessary
condition for A to be full.
Lemma 5. If (A, T(£P)) is a square algebra, then

P(K,X)(f)= P*(%.«)(/') = Picxhwif') •

f£C(X,A),K£3T

,X£A,

where

Ph{NlK
„>)(/)=

sup

1/(0)1 ,

f£C(X,A),

<l>eh(N(K,X))

and
PK*hm(f ) =

SUP

{t,T)€Kxh(Ñi)

\f(t,r)\

,

f£ C(X, A) .

Proof. By Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.4 of [4] (A, T(AP)) is a square algebra, if
and only if px(x) = Ph{Nx){x)for all x £ A and X £ A. Thus our result follows

from this fact and Corollary 10 of [5].
By Lemma 1 the family {K x h(Nx) \ K £ ¿¡A, X £ A} is a compact cover of
the product space X x A(A) which is closed under finite unions. Thus, if we
define the family {pkxHíNí)\ K £ Jf, X £ A) of seminorms on C(X x A(A)),
then this family defines a locally m-convex topology on C(X x A(A)) denoted
from now on by T(3!Ax A).
Now, if A(A) is locally equicontinuous, then / e C(X x A(A)) for each

/ e C(X, A), whence C(X ,A)~ = {f\f£

C(X, A)} c C(X x A(A)).

Lemma 6. If A(A) is locally equicontinuous, then the mapping f i-> /, / £

C(X, A), from (C(X, A), T(Jf, A)) into (C(X x A(A)), T(3t x A)) is continuous.

Proof. We have | </»(/)|< p,KiX)(f) for all / € C(X, A), c¡>£ h(N(K,X)),
K £ 3?, and X £ A. Therefore
PKxh(Ni)(f)=

SUP

(t,r)£Kxh(Nx)

|/(f,T)|=

SUP

0eA(%,i))

\f((p)\<P(K,X)(f)

for all / £ C(X, A) , K £ X , X £ A, from which the result follows.
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Next we shall give sufficient conditions under which we have

(3)

C(X,A)~ = C(XxA(A))

and

(4)

PtK,x)(f)=PKxhm(f)

for all f £ C(X, A) , K £jf , X£ A.

If condition (4) is valid, then the algebras (C(X,A) ,T(3£, A)) and
(C(X, Äy", T(A%x Ay) are semi-isometrically isomorphic in the sense of [4].
Thus, if conditions (3) and (4) above are fulfilled, then (C(X, A), T(5f, A))
and (C(X x A(A)), T(3? x A)) can be identified as topological algebras, which
helps us to describe in this particular case many properties of the algebra

(C(X,A),T(AZ,A)).
Theorem 3. If (A, T(3P)) is a star algebra for which À = C(A(Ay), then the
mapping f ^ f, f £ C(X, A) , has both of the properties (3) and (4).
Proof. Each star algebra is also a square algebra. (See [7], p. 261.) Thus condition (4) is valid by Lemma 2. So it suffices to prove condition (3). Let
g £ C(X x A(A)) be arbitrary. Now for each fixed in £ X the function gto

defined by
&bW = c?(*0»T),

X£A(A),

belongs to C(A(A)) = A . So there is an element xto £ A such that gto = xto.
Letting to vary thorough all the points of X we obtain a function / from X

into A defined by

f(t) = xt,

t€X .

We shall next show that / is continuous on X. Let to £ X, X £ A, and e > 0
be given. Now g £ C(X x A(A)). So for each To £ h(Nx) there are neighbourhoods V(xo) cA(^) of T0 and UTo(tn)cX of to suchthat
(5)

| g(t,

x) - g(t0,

T0) |< |

,

t£

UT0(t0) , t e F(t0)

.

The sets {F(t0) | to £ h(Nx)} form an open cover of the compact set h(Nx).
Thus there is a finite subcover of it, say Vx(xx), V2(x2), ... , Vn(xn). Denote
by UX,U2, ... ,U„ the corresponding neighbourhoods of to for which (5) is
valid. Let us choose U(t0) = n"=xU¡ . Now, if x £ h(Nx) and t e U(tn) are
arbitrary, then x £ V¡(x{) for some i = 1,2,... , « . Thus
| g(t, x)-g(to,

T0) |<| g(t, x)-g(t0,

X¡) | + | g(to, Ti)-g(t0,

T) l< 4 + 4 = |

for all t £ U(tn). Therefore, we have
Px(f(t) - /(¿O)) = Px(Xt - X,0) = PhlNùfit - Xt0)

=

sup |x,(t)-x,0(t)

t€A(AW

|=

sup \g(t,x)-g(t0,r)

r€h(Ni)

|< ^ <e
z

for all t £ U(tn). Thus, for arbitrary X £ A and e > 0 there is a neighbourhood

U(t0) of t0 such that f(t) £ f(t0) + Vx(e) for all t £ U(t0), from which it
follows that / is continuous at to, and we have shown that / £ C(X, A). It
is easy to see that /(/, t) = g(t, x) for all (t, x) £ X x A(A), whence f = g,
which completes the proof of theorem.
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Theorem 3 is a generalization of Yood's result for commutative 5*-algebra
valued functions. (See [21].) See also Hery's result for C(5')-valued functions

in [12].
Remark. The involution g ^ g* , g £ C(XxA(A)), in C(XxA(A)) is defined
as usual by taking the complex conjugate of the function g . In other words

g*(t, x) = gJtTT),

g£C(Xx A(A)),(t,x)£Xx A(A).

If the hyphotheses of Theorem 3 are valid, then it is easy to see that (/*)" =

f , f £ C(X, A). Thus we can see that the mapping f *->f , f £ C(X, A),
preserves the involution in other words it is a "-isomorphism from C(X, A)

onto C(XxA(A)).
Corollary 1. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are valid. Then

(i) C(X,A)- = C(A(C(X,A))).
(ii) PiK,x)(f)=Ph{NlK.i))(f)forallf£C(X,A),K£jr,

andX£A.

Proof. These results follow from Theorem 3, Lemma 5, and Corollary 10 of

[5].
Let K £ X and X £ A be given. We shall now consider the factor algebra
C(X, A)/N(Ktx)■ The norm on C(X, A)/N(Ktx) will be defined by a natural
way, whence

p'(K,k)(f+ N,KtX))=p(K>X)(f), f + N(Kix)e C(X, A)/N{K>x).
The topology on C(X, A)/N(KtX)generated by the norm p\KtX)will be denoted
by T(ß(K>X)).
Corollary 2. Let K £ Jf and X £ A be given. If (A, T(£P)) is as in Theorem
3, then the normed algebra (C(X, A)¡N(K^x), T(p(Ktx))) w complete. Furthermore, (C(X, A)/N(K<x), T(p(K>x))) is isometrically isomorphic to each of the

followingBanach algebras: C(h(N(KiX))),C(Kxh(Nx)), C(K, C(h(Nk)), and
C(K, A/Nx) where the norm in each of these algebras has been defined in a
natural way, in other words, we have

P{K,X)(f+N{K,X))=

SUP

|/(0)|

<t>eh(N{KA])

=

SUP

|/(f,T)|

(t,T)6KxNÀ

= supph{Nx)(f(t)~ ) = *UPPx(f(t) + Nx) ,
1<EK

t€K

f+N{K,x)£C(X,A)/N{K,x).
Proof. It is easy to see that the mapping f + N^K,x)>->f\Kxh(Nx)= f restricted
to K x h(Nx), f + N(k,x) e C(X, A)/N(Ktx) is an isometrical isomorphism

from C(X,A)/Njj(j)

onto C(K x h(Nx)j suchthat

p(K,x>(f + N(KtX))=

*W(t,x)€Kxh(Nx)
I fit, t) I, / + %,a) e C(X, A)/N{KA)■ Since C(K x A(A))
with a sup norm is complete, we can see that (C(X, A)/N(K<x), T(p^,x))) is
complete, too. The rest of the theorem follows from Corollary 10 of [5] and
from the well-known results of the commutative B*-valued functions defined
on the compact Hausdorff space. (See, for example, [3].)

If S is a subset of C(X, A), then we shall denote S = {/ € C(X x A(A)) |

feS}.
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Corollary 3. Suppose that [A, T(A?)) is as in Theorem 3, and let J be a closed

ideal of (C(X, A), T(%A,A)). Then
h(J) = {<P(t,r)\(t,r)£h(J)}

and

h(J ) = {(t, x) \ ch(uz)£ «(/)} .

Corollary 4. Suppose that hypotheses of Theorem 3 are valid. If E is a closed

subset of X and I a closedideal of (A, T(&>)),then J(E, A)~ = k(E x A(A))
and C(X, I)~ = k(X x h(I)) .
Proof. This result can be shown similarly as the corresponding result for B*algebra valued functions. (See [3], Theorem 4.1.)
On closed ideals of (C(X, A), T(X, Ay)

The structure of closed ideals of C(X, A) has been described in many papers
under various topological assumptions on X and A (see, for example, [1], [3],
[5], [8], [11], [18], [19], [20] ). In most of these cases in those descriptions the
points of X and some family of closed ideals of A have been used. In some
particular cases it is however possible to use also the points of A(A) and some
family of closed ideals of C(X, A) depending on those points.

Let / be a closed ideal of (C(X, A) ; T(3¡A,A)). We shall say that J is a
slice ideal of the first type, if J = k({t} x Et) for some point t £ X and closed
subset Et c A(A). If above Et = A(A), then we say that J is a total slice
ideal of the first type. Correspondingly J is a slice ideal of the second type, if
J = k(ET x {x}) for some x £ A(A) and closed subset Ez c X. If ET = X,
then we shall say that J is a total slice ideal of the second type.
Directly from the definition of total slice ideal and Corollary 4 we obtain the
following result.

Corollary 5. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are valid, then each total slice ideal
of the first type in (C(X, A), T(A%,A)) is of the form J({i), A) for some
t £ X and each total slice ideal of the second type is of the form C(X, ker t) for

some x £ A(A).
If A is a commutative B*-algebra and X is a compact Hausdorff space
and if we equip C(X, A) with the topology of compact convergence, then by
[3] (Theorem 4.2) for each closed ideal of C(X, A) there are closed subsets

Ex c X and E2 c A(A) and families Jt , t £ Ex , and JT , x £ E2 , of slice ideals
of the first and the second types such that / = r\teEtJt and J = nT6£27T. Now
we can prove the corresponding result for the algebra (C(X, A), T(3£, A)), if
the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are valid.
Theorem 4. Let (A, T(£P)) be a star algebra for which A(A) is locally equicontinuous and A = C(A(^)).
If J is a closed proper ideal of the algebra

(C(X, A), T(A%',Ay), then there are subsets Ex c X and E2 c A(A) and
families Jt, t £ Ex, and Jx, x £ E2, of slice ideals of the first and the second
types such that J = HteE^Jt and J = nre£27T .

Proof. Let Ex = {t £ X | {t} x A(A)nh(J) # 0}. It is easy to see that Ex ^ 0 .
Obviously {t} x A(A) n «(7) = {t} x E, for each t £ Ex where Et is some
closed subset of A(A) depending on t. If we now choose J, = k({t} xEt) , t £
Ex , then Jt is a slice ideal of the first type for each t £ Ex and it can be shown
by the similar method as in [3], Theorem 4.2, that J = n,e£| Jt ■
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Correspondingly, if we choose E2 = {x £ A(A) | X x {x} n h(J) ^ 0},
then it is easy to see that E2 ^ 0 and X x {x} n h(J) = Er x {x} for each
x £ E2 where FT is a closed subset of X for each x £ E2. Now by choosing
^ = rc(FT x {t}) , x £ E2,we can see that each Jx , x £ E2 , is a slice ideal of
the second type and / = nTe£2/T.

Remark. It is easy to see that the above set Ex = {t £ X \ 7(f) ^ A) where
7(f) = cl({/(f) I / £ J}). Thus Ex is not necessarily closed as it has been shown
in [5]. Correspondingly it can been shown that the set E2 is not necessarily
closed. Some conditions which quarantee that the set Ex is closed have been
given in [5].
Corollary 6. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are valid. If J is a closed

proper ideal of (C(X, A), T(3¡A,A)), then J = C\teE,J(t,k(E,))
> where Ex =

{t£X\ {t}xA(A)nh(J) í 0} and E, = {x£ A(A)\(t,x)£

{t}xA(A)nh(J)},

t£Ex.
Proof. We must only notice that h((J(ttk(E,)))~) - {t} x Et , t £ E\.
By Theorem 8 of [5] and Corollary 6 we can obtain the following result:

Corollary 7. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are valid. If J is a

closedideal of (C(X, A), T(3?, A)), then cl({/(f) | / € /}) = k(Et) for each
t £ Ex where Ex and Et , t £ Ex , are as in Corollary 6.

Corollary 8. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are valid. Let J be

a closed ideal of (C(X, A), T(3?, A)). Furthermore for given K £ 3¡A and
X £ A let E(Ktx)- h(J) n h(N(Ktx)) and denote by A%o
and Ao the subfamilies of JÍ and A for which E(K x) i1 0 , K £ ¿%o, and X £ An. Then J =

n{k(E{KtX))\Ke%b,X€Ao}-'
Proof. By Theorem 2 and Theorem 4.2 of [4] (C(X, A), T(XA,A)) has a property of spectral synthesis. Thus we have

/ = k(h(J)) = k(u{E{K,x)I K £ JT , Xe A})
= k(\J{E{K,x))\K£^o,X£Ao})

= n{k(E{KtX))\K£JTo,X£

A0}.

Corollary 9. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are valid. If E is a
closed subset of X and I is a closed ideal of (A, T(£P)), then

(i) C(X,I) = r\x^C(X,k(Ex))
(ii) J(E,A)

and

= nK€JloJ(EnK,A)

where Ek = h(I) n h(Nx), A0 = {X£ A\EXî 0}, and JT0= {K £ JT\E n K
Proof. Part (i) follows from Corollary 4.1 of [4] and Lemma 2 of [6]. For the
proof of part (ii) see [3], Theorem 3.3.
In Theorem 4 we sliced the hull of the ideal / by using the points of X and
A(^). We can slice h(J) also by using certain subsets of X and A(A) . So
let J be a closed proper ideal of (C(X, A), T(Jf, A)). For elements K £ 3!A
and X £ A denote

(6)

JK = k(h(J) C\Kx A(A))
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and

(7)

Jx = k(h(J)DXxh(Nx)).

Theorem 5. Let (A, T(£P)) be a star algebra for which A(A) is locally equicon-

tinuous and A = C(A(.4)). If J is a closed ideal of (C(X, A), T(3¡A,A)),
then
J = nKeXi JK

and

J = nAeAlJx

where Jr , K £ 3AX,and Jx , X £ Ax, are ideals defined in (6) and (7) and
3iAx
= {K £ 3? \ h(J)f)KxA(A) ¿ 0} and Ax = {X£ A \ h(J)r\Xxh(Nx) ¿ 0}.
Proof. It is easy to see that for any K £ 3? and X £ A we have Jk = (^texJt
and Jx = nTeA(ty)./Twhere the ideals Jt , t £ K, and 7T , x £ h(Nx), are ideals
defined in the proof of the theorem 4. Now the results of the theorem follow

directly from Theorem 4.
Next we shall consider the case in which (C(X, A), T(AAA,A)) is normal.
We recall that a topological algebra (A, T(â°)) is normal, if the elements of A
separate any two disjoint closed subsets Fx and F2 of the carrier space A(A).
If X is a normal topological space and (A, T(AP)) is a normal topological
algebra, then (C(X, A), T(3¡A, A)) is not necessarily normal. Namely, the
product space X x A(A) is not necessarily normal even if X and A(A) both

would be normal spaces. (See [10], p. 144.) However, if (C(X, A), T(3?, A))
is a normal topological algebra, then both X and (A, T(£P)) must be normal.

Theorem 6. Let (A, T(£P)) be a star algebra for which A(A) is locally equicontinuousand A = C(A(^4)). Furthermore suppose that (C(X, A), T(3ÍA, A)) isa
normal topological algebra. If J isa closed proper ideal of (C(X, A), T(5?, A)),

then:
(i) / = n{/ + N(k,x) I K £ J?o >X £ Ao} where ¿%oand Ao are subfamilies

of 3? and A for which h(J) n K x h(Nx) ¿ 0.
(ii) J = n{J + J({t} ,A)\t£Ex)
where Ex = {t £ X \ {t} x A(A) n h(J)
¿0}.

(iii) J = f]{J + C(X, kerx) \ x £ E2} where E2 = {x £ A(A) |Ix{t}í1

h(J) ¿ 0}.

(iv) J = n{J + C(X, Nx)I X£ Ax} where A, = {X£ A \ X x h(Nf) n h(J)
(v) J = n{7 + J(K, A) | K £ JTÍ} where 3iAx
= {K £ JA \ K x A(A)n h(J)
¿0}.

Proof. By Corollary 4.2 of [5] for each closed ideals 7! and 72 of the normal
star algebra (A, T(£P)) for which A = C(A(^)), the sum ideal 7i +I2 is either
the closed ideal of (A, T(3°)) or otherwise Ix + I2 = A . Now by using this
result and Theorem 3.3 of [4] it is easy to see that (i)-(v) of the theorem are
valid.
Remark. The ideals J + J({t}, A) , t £ Ex , of Theorem 5 are just the ideals
Jt , t £ Ex , of Theorem 4. Namely, we have

(/ + J({t}, A)- = k(h(J + J({t} ,AD

= k(h(J) n {f} x A(A))= J,
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for each f G Ex and thus J + J({t}, A) = Jt , t £ Ex. Correspondingly we can
show that
(J + C(X,kerx))~ = Jx ,
x£E2,

and therefore, we have J + C(X, kerx) = Jz for each x £ E2 where the ideals
Jx are as in Theorem 4. Futhermore, it is easy to see that J + J(K, A) =
Jk , K £ 3fx, and J + C(X, Nx) = Jx , X £ Ax, where Jk and Jx are ideals
defined in (6) and (7).
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